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has not provided adequate justification for its failure to 

make the payments in question to either Parsmain, Inc. 

("Parsmain") or Main. 

The agreement between Parsmain and Mahab left open the 

nature of work to be done and the prices to be paid. 

Thereafter, Mahab directly solicited work from Main, and 

Main communicated directly with Mahab in accepting to do the 

work. Main then supplied the services and materials dir

ectly to Mahab, and Mahab, at least on one occasion, made 

direct payment to Main. It is important to recognize that 

Main was ultimately entitled to most of the fees charged to 

Mahab. Normally, a general contractor has a wider scope of 

duties and greater responsibility than one of its subcon

tractors. In the instant case, however, Parsmain, if it 

actually was a general contractor, performed negligible work 

and was entitled only to a small percentage of the fee as 

compared with the alleged subcontractor, Main. 

In view of the questionable validity of the Mahab

Parsmain contract because of its indefiniteness and in view 

of the dealings between Mahab and Parsmain, one could 

conclude that Main had a direct contractual relationship 

with Mahab. Even if Main was a subcontractor, that should 

not preclude it from recovering under theories of quasi

contract or unjust enrichment. 


